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Abstract

Spontaneous speech is more difficult to understand than read text. Spon-
taneous speech is expressive speech, so the interpretation of what is said is
difficult as long as there is no information about how it is said.
Tokens like "un" in Japanese spontaneous speech and "mhm" in English
spontanl.'Ous speech are critical for a communication. These backchannels
carry information about the speaker's state of mind and control the flowof
words. They have different meanings like "Yes" and "No".
The data for this projl.'Ct is Japanese everyday speech. The speaker is a
Japanese female wearing a microphone and a r.,.linidiskrecorder whole day.

The goal is to achieve an automatic interpretation of these backehannels.
Prosodic features based on FO (pitch), duration, pov.-er,and glottal char-
acteristics will be extracted from tokens and automatically clustered and
classified into one of sc\-eral speech act classes.

In this research different clustering algorithms are tested and discussed. also
the relevance of the single features are analyzed.



Spontan gesprochene Sprache ist schv.,"ererzu verstehen als vorgelesener
Text, da dicse Form der Sprache ausdrucksstiirker ist. Deshalb ist das Ver-
st-ehen von was gesagt wurde schwer, saIang es keine Information dari.iber
gibt wie, es gesagt wurde.
\Vorter me "un" im Japanischen und "mhm" im Englischen sind unabding-
bar in spontan gesprochener Sprache. Dicsc backchanneL~ tragen Informa-
tion i.iber die Ansichten des Sprechers und beeinflussen den Sprachftuss. Sie
haben verschiedene Dedcutungen v,rie"Ja" und "Nein".
Dei den Daten flir dicscs Projekt handelt es sich um japanische Alit-
agssprache. Die Sprecherin ist eine Japanerin, die ein Mikrofon und cinen
:-.Hnidiskrecorderden ganzen Tag trug.

Das Ziel ist eine automatischc Interpretation dieser backchannels. Prosadis-
che 1-1erkmale, beruhend auf FO (Grundfrequenz), Lauizeit, Energie und
Glottis-Auspragung, werden aus den Aufierungen extrahiert und automa-
tisch geclustered und zu einer Bedeutungskla..',sezugeordnet.

In dieser Arbeit v.,"erdenvcrschicdene Cluster-Algorithmen getestet und die
Bedeutung der einzelnell ~Icrkmale analysiert.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter will introduce the reader to the topic of this student project.

1.1 Motivation

The following dialog is a short section of the transcription enA677 of the
English CALLHOME database distributed by the LDC (Linguistic Data
Consortium) [10].

[ .. 1

A: "oh"

D: "so what"

D: "yeah"

A: "yeah"

13: "mhm"

A: "you there"

D: "yeah"

A: "okay"

B: "it's the twenty first I start on the thirty first [piano]"
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A: "mhm"

A: "%hm I start September fifth"

B: "yeah so does middle school but"

A: "mhm"

B: "oh well exhale"

A: "oh well"

A: "too bad Ilso£t1yll"

I.. J

It is well known, that spontam.-'Ous speech is more difficult to understand
than read text. This applies both to humans and machines. Indeed, the
performance of an automatic speech recognition system drops substantially,
when analyzing spontaneous speech.
The dialog in the example above shows that several utterances, especially
"mhm" and "hm" occur frequently, with rather no semantic information
left, when transcribed the v.'-ayabove. There is no way to derive the com-
plete meaning from the transcription.
Since spontaneous speech is expressive speech the interpretation of what is
said is impossible, as long as there is no information about how it is said.
In the future, human-machine communication will become a common actiun
like programming the a video recorder or a humanoid robot by voice, or to
speak to another person using an automatic translation system.
The semantic of the uttered words is critical to make this kind of commu-
nication possible at alL Without that, machines will understand our words,
but not their meaning.
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1.2 Topic

In this project, the filled palL'leS that are usually transcribed as "un" in
Japanese speech are analyzed. These kinds of utterance shall hence be
termed as oockchannel. These backchannels play an important role in spon-
taneous speech and have different meanings like "Yes", "No", "~laybe", or
as dialog flowcontrol. For semantic analysis of spontaneous dialogues, the
interpretation of these utterances is essential.
Therefore prooodic features will be extracted, automatically clustered, and
cb..'isified.These features are explained in section 2.1.1.
The data for this project was recorded for the ESP (Expressive Speech Pro-
cessing) project by JST ;CREST at ATR HIS Labs, Kyoto. More information
about the data can be found in section 5.1.1
The goal is to achieve an automatic interpretation of the backchannel "un"
to analyze the semantic context of a dialog. Furthermore it shall give infor-
mation about the speaker's state of mind.

This approach is extended to another backchannel interpretation problem,
the token "honma". Neither the size nor the labels of both sets are compa-
rable. The same experiments will run on this additional data set to compare
the quality of the clustering method.
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1.3 Overview

This section gives a short owrview of the structure of this student project.

First of all the fundamentals, which arc necessary for the understanding of
this approach, are explained in chapter 2. It shows the idea of prosody and
clustering.
Following chapter 3 gives a short overview of the current state of the art.
Various papers, reports and theses about filled pauses and prosody are sum-
marized. This provides an insight into related \vork.
Chapter 4 about classification methods illustrates the project specific meth-
ods. The preparation of the data, experimental setup, classifier and evalua-
tion is explained.
The experiments and the data are exposed in chapter 5. It also presents the
results of the clustering.
In chapter 6 the single parameters of the experiment and their influcm:e to
the results are discus."l.>d.
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Chapter 2

FUNDAMENTALS

This chapter gi•...es a short overview of the terminology and technics which
are used during this approach.

2.1 Prosody

This section explains the meaning and importance of prosody and discusses
prosodic features.

2.1.1 What is Prosody?

Acoording to Fujisaki [8J,prosody has to be considered from tv.'U different
aspects, the "concrete aspect"--defining prosody in physical term, and the
"abstract aspect"--defining prosody as influence to linguistic structure.

concrete aspect: phenomena that involve the acoustic parameters of
pitch, duration, and intensity

abstract aspect: phenomena that invoh-ephonologicalorganization at
levels above the segment

Prosody in speech has both, measurable manifestations and underlying prin-
ciple>. Therefore the following definition is appropriate:
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Prosody is a systematic organization of various linguistic units
into an utterance or a coherent group of utterances in thc pr<r
cess of speech production. Its realization involvesboth segmental
features of speech, and serves to convey not only linguistic infor-
mation, but also paralinguistic and non-linguistic information.

~
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Figure 2.1: Processes by which various types of information are manifested
in the segmental and supra.segmental features of speech [8].

The individual characteristics of speech are generated in the process of
speech sound production. These segmental and suprasegmental features arise
from the influenceof linguistic, paralinguistic, and nonlinguistic information.
This multi--stage process is displayed in 2.1. This explains the difficulty of
finding clear and unique correspondence betwcen physically observable char.
acteristics of speech and the underlying prosodic organization of an utter.
ance.

Linguistic information: symbolic information that is represented by a set
of discrete symbols and rules for their combination Le. it can be rep-
resented explicitly by written language, or can be easily and uniquely
inferred from the context.

Paralinguistic information: information added to modify the linguistic
information. A written sentence can be uttered in various ways to
express different intentions, attitudes, and speaking styles which are
under conscious control of the speaker.

Nonlinguistic information: physical and emotional factors, like gender,
age, happiness, crying, ... which cannot be directly controlled by the
speaker. These factors are not directly related to (para-) linguistic
contents, but influence the speech anyway.
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It is easy to see, how speech can modify and clarify the meaning of a written
sentencc. A v,-ordor ju..<;ta part of a word in an utterance is emphasized, to
accentuate the main information. This stress is sometimes termed as con-
structive stress [151.
As an example, the sentence "I only need a seat on the Shinkansen!" ('-Quid

have three different meanings, depending on the stressed word in the sen-
tence.
"I only need a seat on the Shinkansen!"
"I only need a seat on the Shinkansen!"
"I only need a seat on the Shinkansen!"
The meaning depends on the position and length of stress in this utterance.
The speaker adds this kind of paralinguistic information to the sentence to
emphasizing the key information. The first utterance shows the listener that
the speaker already got a ticket for the Shinkansen, but does not have a
seat reservation. The second one means that he has got a ticket for another
train, not the Shinkansen. The last one says that the speaker has no ticket
yet, but will buy one soon.

In email or other written texts, "'Titers do not have the possibility to assign
the paralinguistic and nonlinguistic information to the text. To avoid misun-
derstandings about the emotional state, ~called Emoticons can be inserted
to the text in casual communication. : -) or : - ( are two of those Emoticoru;
to display emotion. To emphasize a vmrds, capital letters arc used.
"I will already come on SUNDAYmorning ;-)"
clearly differs from
"I will aln'ady come on Sunday ~10RNI)[G :-("
The first one means, that the \\Titer already arrives on Sunday and not on
Monday which makes him happy. The latter one expresses that the person
does not arrive in the evening, but in the morning. The cmoticon clarifies
the unhappiness.

In spontaneous spet~h, capital letters or ernoticons do not exist. Instl".ad
humans usc duration, loudness, and pitch to express such additional in-
formation in the utterances. These prosodic features are explained in the
followingsections.
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2.1.2 Duration

The duratian will be abbreviated as duro Sectian 3.4 explains that duratian
is a significant feature to' interpret the speech act af a backebannel.

2.1.3 Intensity, Power

Surely the intensity resp. the laudness af an utterance is alsO'an essential
feature af prosody. In German and English the intensity aften marks ar
emphasizes the central infarmation af a sentence. Without this infarmatian,
spantaneous speech ,",'Quidoften be ambiguous and easily be misunderstood.
Since the loudness is measured by the intensity af the energy, this feature
will be termed a." pwr(pawer).
The power is distributed an the whale backchannel, so it has to be regarded
relative to the whale utterance. Therefore, follawing features are extracted:

pmean: the mean pawer during the backchannel

pmin: the minimum power in the backebannel

pmax: the maximum pawer in the backchannel

ppos: the position of the maximum power relative to' the duratian af the
backebannel

2.1.4 Fundamental Frequency (FO)or Pitch

At the bottom of the humans' vocal tract are the vacal cards, ar glattis. For
unvaiced speech, the glattis remains apen, far vaiced speech it opens and
clooesperiodically. The frequency af the apening is called the fundamental
frequency.
This frequency, also termed as pitch, can be calculated from the spectrum
[21and its cantour over the utterance reveals several information. E.g. in
r-.fandarinChinese, the FO carries phanetic/lexical infarmatian, and in En~
glish or German, the pitch specifies a question by a final fall~risepattern
1151.
This feature plays an important role in the research summed in 3.4 to' ap-
paint the meaning of backchannels.
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The follo\l;ingfeatures Fa will be extracted from the backchannels for this
projlv'Ct:

fmean: the mean pitch during the backchannel

fmin: the minimum pitch in the backchannel

fmax: the maximum pitch in the backchannel

fpos: the position of the maximum pitch relative to the duration of the
backchanncl

fvcd: the occurrence of voiced pitch relative to the duration of the
backchannel

fgrad: the gradient from the position of the minimum and the position of
the maximum of the pitch, relative to the duration

2.1.5 Glottal Characteristics

Physiological voice characteristics can provide further information for the
meaning of backchannels. Helen Hanson's paper[9] describes the interpre-
tation and extraction of glottal characteristics directly from the waveform
without the need of special recording equipment.
The followingglottal features are extracted from the speech signal at the
position with the highest energy:

adduction quotient (HI-H2): the difference between the first and the
second harmonic indicates a ,,'Owe1.The value changes when the open
quotient rises. Researchers use Hl.H2 fl.<; an indication of opening quo-
tient or adduction quotient.

spectral tilt (HI-A3): the amplitude of the third formant relative to the
first harmonic Hl-A3 i.•an evidence for spt.'Ctra!tilt and displays the
abruptness of the cut off of the airflow.
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2.2 Clustering

There are several ",,-ayB to create a classifier. This approach ",ill usc unsu-
pervised clustering to get groups of similar vectors. These clusters can be
interpreted as classes.
Figure 2.2 gives a short overview of the usability of clustering. A problem
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o

Figure 2.2: Unsupervised clustering in 2D feature space

in this approach is to define the cluster bouudaries. A clear solution is often
difficult to find.

2.2.1 Clustering IV[ethod

There arc various ways to cluster vector data. The three major methods are
Bottom Up, Top Down, and k-Means. This approach also combines these
methods to improve the quality of the clusters.

Bottom Up: This method starts with as Illany clusters as vectors in the
set. Each vector belongs to its own cluster. The two nearest clusters
are merged. This step continues until the number of clusters is reduced
to a specific value. The distance of the clusters is declared separately.

Top Down: In this method all vectors are initially gathered in one big clus-
ter. Then this cluster is split into two new clusters. Any vectors in this
cluster are a.,;signed to one of two new clusters which are repre;ented
by two vectors from this cluster. These tv.'Ovectors can be the two
furthest neighbors in the old cluster. Since the calculation of the fur-
thest neighbors costs time, an improved algorithm termed as fa.it split
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is established in this project. In latter one, the furthest vector to the
average center is calculat<.'d.This vector is the first representative of
the new cluster, the second one is the furthest neighbor to this vector.

k-!vleans: The k-Means algorithm classifies all data to a given number
of clusters. The representatives of the clusters are recalculated and
the clusters arc emptied. Then the data io; classifiedagain. \Vith each
step, the shape of the clusters become clearer. The algorithm stops
after a specific number of steps or a special criteria. The quality of
the cluster strongly depends on the initial clusters. In this approach
the initial clusters are represented by arbitrarily chosen vectors from
the training data set. Three different initial vectors are tested in this
project.

Split & l\lerge: This method is a combination of the Bottom Up and Top
Down approach. The wi.destcluster is split into two new clusters until
a certain number of clusters i., producl..'Cl.Then the nearest clusters are
merged again. The number to clusters to produce changes with every
single step.

Bottom Up + k-Means: In this method the clusters will be produced
with the Bottom Up method explained above. Dut during the cluster-
ing process after a frequently number of merging steps, the k-Means
algorithm based on the already existing clusters runs. Then the Bottom
Up continues.

Split & Merge + k-Means: This is an extended versionof Split £3Merge
algorithm. Every time the algorithm swaps from merge mode to split
mode and from split mode to merge mode the k-Means algorithm runs
to reshape the produced clusters.

2.2.2 Cluster Distance

During the clustering, the distance between two clusters has to be calcu-
lated.. Four types of distance measures are established to get the distance
between two clusters. These measurements also depend on the vector dis-
tance, which is explained in the section 4.2.3.
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Center Distance: The average center vector of the cluster is calculated.
This center is an artificial vector and does not refer to an actual audio
signal. This kind of cluster distance measures the distance between the
cluster centroids.

Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of centroid distance measurement between
two clusters.

Representative Distance: Different to the center is the representative
data vector of the cluster. After the calculation of the cluster's cen-
troid, the nearest vector to the centroid becomes the representative
vector. Compared to the centroid distance, the representative distance
is less accurate, especially in clusters with a low number of vectors,
but its advantage is the high acceleration of the clustering, because
a previous calculation of a distance matrix is possible. Additional the
representative refers to an audio signal which allows to get an insight
to the clusters.

Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of representative token distance measure-
ment bet••••-een two clusters.

Average Vector Distance: The distance between all vectors pairs of
both clusters is calculated. The mf"..a.nvalue of all this measurement
is considered as the distance betv.'CCntwo clusters in this method.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of average token distance measurement
betwecn tv.'Oclusters.

FUrthest Neighbor: This method measures the distance between the fur-
thest ••-ectors from both clusters, which is the maximum distance of all
Vl-'Ctorpairs between both clusters.

•• ••
Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of furthest neighbor distance measurement
between two clusters.

These measurements identify a pair of clusters for merging, so it plays a
major role during a Bottom Up related clustering.
The nearest neighbor di"tance is discarded in this approach, because the ear-
lier project [14J found out, that this method is insufficient for this approach.

2.3 Classifier

Clust€rs can be interpreted as classes. Based on these clusters a classifier
tries to find out, to which cla.<;sa given vectors belongs and returns the
according spL'1xhact.
To determ the cluster, each cluster ha...:;a centroid. The distance between
the given vector and each cluster centroid is calculated and the vector is

17



assigned to the nearest cluster. This method is termed as nearest centroid
or Voronoi regions.
Fig 2.7 shows 2-dimensional Voronoi regions. The boundaries of each region

Figure 2.7: Schematic Illustration of Voronoi regions

create a convex cluster.
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Chapter 3

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, some relevant papers are summarized to give an impression
of the current state of the art.

In recent re,;earch in LVCSR (large vocabulary continuous speech recogni-
tion) filled pauses in spontaneous speech are, if regarded, considert..>das noise
and annoyance for speech recognizers [l1J. They were partly detected and
discarded. Other research groups consider filled pauses not as arbitrary and
cognitive burdell. They have communicative functions. R.esearch focusing on
pfI);;ody uses them to detect utterance boundaries and speech repair, which
improves spontaneous speech recognition. Filled pauses even adapt to the
situation of the speaker or to the listener. Prosodic featUres can also be used
to detect more information like the emotional state of the speaker.

19



3.1 Die Ikonizitiit der Pause - The Icony of the
Pause

The paper of Kerstin Fischer 171 points to the different functions of filled
pauses. Here is expooed that filled pauses are not arbitrary or just sign
of cognitive burden. Rather, these pauses have communicative functions in
human-human dialogues. This approach tells about experiments, where peo-
ple had to describe cartoons and interpret them, whereas latter has a higher
level of abstraction. The hypothesis, it is possible to draw conclusions be-
tween filled pauSl."S and the speech planning design or planning decision,
could not be proven, but it was shown that with a higher cognitiw burden,
the amount of pauses increases. The frequency also seems to be dependent
on the length of the utterance.
In human-human conversation, pauses, c:lpedally filled pauses, appear more
often than in a similar human-machine conversation. In human-human di-
alogs the cognitive burden was even less than in the experiments before, but
more pauses appeared.
This allude; to a communicative function of pauses. Analyses of spontaneous
speech demonstrated that filled pauses often indicate utterance boundaries
or repair. They often appear after the first word. But additionally filled
pauses also act as marking of the central information of the utterance, op.
erate as instrument of self presentation or show dislike of the speaker.
This paper [71denotes pauses in speech as iconic Le. that a relation between
the speech and the meaning in a structure exists. So it is not arbitrary.

3.2 Detection of Phrase Boundaries and Accents

Kiefiling explains in his paper [3Jdifferent prosodic features, which are also
relevant for the classification of filled pauses.
Here the researchers analyze the database, which was recorded for the
VERB~10BILproject in Germany. It consists of 339 minutes of sponta-
neous speech of 56 female and 81 male speakers. In this paper is explained,
how to detect accents and phrase boundaries in spontaneous speech.
The following features are computed for the detection and classification of
each syllable.

PAUSE: The pause follov.ing the syllable

20



DUR: The duration of the syllable nucleus and the relative duration of the
whole syllable

RATE: The average speaking rate of the whole utterance

FO: Different features extracted from the FO-contour, like the regression co-
efficients (FOreg), the onset, offset,minimum and maximum FO (FOval)
and their positions (FOlIOs) on the time axl.<;relative to the center of
the syllable

INTENS: The maximum intensity and its positions relative to the center

FLAGS: Flags for indicating word finals or lexical accents

3.3 Filled Pauses in Spontaneous Speech

The author Datliner analyzes in his paper [IJ filled pauses in a database,
which was recorded for the VERD110DIL project in Germany. These Ger-
man dialogs contain 339 minutes of spontaneous speech of 56 female and 81
male speakers.
They detected several kinds of filledpauses (FP) and analyzed especially two
types of them, the filled pause 11.<;a hesitation (FPH) and as repair (FPR).
In about 42% of the cases FP are adjacent to breathing, silent pauses or
word lengthening. Thus, hesitations are almost always signaled either by
FPH or by lengthening but not by both. In average, FPs amount to 2% of
the \'ocabulary I.e. a FP occurs in almost every S(!Condturn.

3.4 Analysis of Para-linguistic and Non-linguistic
Information based on Acoustic Parameters of
Aizuchi

The mash~rthesis of Umeno [13Janalyzes para-linguistic and extra-linguistic
information in spontaneous speech. The re:-;carchis limited to the single filled
pause, which is transcribed as "un". This is equivalent to the English filled
pause "mhm".
In this approa.ch,about 5 hours extracted from 150 hours spontaneous every-
day speech are taken, although the amount of utterances is limited to 2500
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samples of "un" .
PCA analysis reveals that speaker attitude and speaker characteristics are
perceived separately.
Analysis of acoustic parameters of the speaking style features confirmed that
the speaker adapts her speaking style according to listener i.e. if the coun-
terpart is a relative, a friend or a superior.
The utterances are clustered in three classes ("Yes", "~o", "Filler"). 20
listeners judged the appropriatcness of the three typ~ of utterance to the
various discourse context. FO contour and duration of the signal are ex-
tracted for the clustering.
The evaluation exposes that these three cases occurred frl."quently:

• short duration, high FO:shows affirmation or affirmative listening.

• short duration, low FO:shows affirmation

• long duration, low FO:shov.'Sdenial

These results target a better speech synthesis for ESP Project.

This research will deal with the same database and is similar to the latter
part of Umeno's research.

3.5 Detecting Emotion in Speech

The approach of Polzin 1121demonstrates that human language can be ex-
plored by means of acoustic and prosodic features to detect emotion in
human speech. A suprasegmental H1U,,1 (SPH1f~1) results from the com-
bination and integration of prosodic information and acoustic information
within a H!\'IMarchitecture.
Five drama students were asked to speak 50 sentences each, pronounced
with 5 different cmotions (happy, sad, angry, afmid, neutral). An emotion-
dependent acoustic and supra.<;egmentalmodel was trained. Evaluation
showed, that both human and machine have a similar emotion recognition
accuracy of about 70%.
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3.6 Deviations

Polzin's work deals ",;th data recorded from drama students. This is not
really spontaneous and natural speech. Umeno's data, the same data which
is used in this project, consists of recorded every-day-speech, and is there-
fore more natural than the speech of drama students. However this research
will analyze the data from the a."pect of speech recognition and semantic
analysis. Filled pauses like "un" have more meanings than only "Yes" and
"No". In spontaneous dialogs they play an important role fOf the fluency of
the turn. E.g. they can denote the ~peakerto continue his turn or demon-
strate the attention of the listener. This is why they are so important for
interpretation of a dialog.
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Chapter 4

CLASSIFICATION
METHODS

In this chapter, the experimental setup is explained, how the data will be
clustered and how the classifier is created.

4.1 Experimental Setup

In the experiments the tokens •.•..;ll be represented by prosodic feature vec-
tors. These vectors will be clustered and a class will be assigned to these
clusters.

4.1.1 Prosodic Feature Vectors

First of all, the audio signals (tokens) need to be prepared for the experi.
mcots. The tokens are represented by a single prosodic feature vector. The
feature set is explained in section 2.1.1 and consists consists of dur, fmean,
/max, /min, fpos, /vcd, fgrud, pmean, pma:r, pmin, ppo8, Hl-H2, and Hi.
AS.
During the clustering these 13-dimensional vectors are used for distance
measure and centroid calculation. To get normalized value> each coefficient
is normalized to a value between 0 and 1. The floor and ceiling values are
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taken from the observation of the data and are rounded values of the maxi-
mum and minimum of the feature vector coefficients. Few outliers (less than
1%) are ignored for these values and the coefficients are clipped because a
higher ceiling or a lower floor value would reduce the feature's significance.
Table 4.1 illu.<;tratcsthe floor and ceiling values if the single features.

feature floor value ceiling value
due 0 3
fmean 0 400
Imax 0 400
fmin 0 400
£pos 0 1
Ivcd 0 1
Igmd -15 15
pmean 0 3000
pmax 0 3000
pmin 0 3000
ppos 0 1
1ll-H2 -50 50
HI-A3 -50 80

Table 4.1: Vector bounds for feature normalization.

4.1.2 Data Sets

For the experiments the data is divided into three subsets. The first set con-
sists of the 2167 unlabeled backchannels and •.••.;11 be the training set. The
feature \'l.'Ctorsextracted from these tokens are used for the clustering.
The labeled data is segmented into two subsets, the development set and the
test set. The tokens are chosen in order to have the same quantity of speech
acts over both sets. The fR'qucncy of the labels in the sets is illustrated in
Table 4.2.

The development set is used to assign labels to the clusters and create a clas-
sifier which allows the interpretation of feature vectors. FUrthermore quality
issues of the clustering method can be considered by analyzing the separa-
bility of the classes.
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number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
dev 189 23 10 7 2 1 7 3
test 188 23 9 7 3 0 8 2

Table 4.2; lorequency of the label numbers in the development set (dev) and
the test set (test).

In usual terminology, the purpose of the "development set" is to fine-tune
the classifier. In this research it is also considered as a labeled training set.
The vectors in the test set are uSt..>dto calculate the rl.ocognitionrate and eval-
uate the classifier. The functionality of the classifier is explained in section
4.3.

4.1.3 Configuration

Figure 4.1 gives a short overvi.ew of the experimental configuration.

data clusters

Development
D,fa
S••

LJ
Classifier

Evaluation

labeled clusters

Figure 4.1: The configuration of the clustering algorithm.

The training set consists of the feature vectors of the unlabeled tokens. As
illustrated in Figure 4.1 the training set is clustered into several clusters.
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This is an unsupervised aut.omatic clust.ering.
Each cluster ha..<;a centroid. Using the nearest centroid method the vectors
in the development set are classified to the resulting clusters. Depending
on the distribution of the vectors in the clusters labels are assigned to the
clusters.
With the knowledge of the centroids and the assigned label, a classifier is
created. Due to the ambiguous labels in some clusters, high inhomogeneous
clusters are subclllstercd and labels are reassigned to the sllbclusters.

4.2 Parameters

Since there are several ways for clustering the followingparameters define the
experimental setup. Different setups will be tested in during the experiments.

4.2.1 Clustering l\..fethod

In chapter 2.2.1 the different methods for clustering are explained. These
methods are Bottom Up, Top Down, k-Means, Split fj A/erye, Bottom Up
+ k-Mean, and Split fj Merge + k-Means.

4.2.2 Cluster Distance

The different cluster distance measures are explained in section 2.2.2. In
the experiments a distinction is drawn between the followingmethods: an.
ter distance, representative distance, avemge vector distance, and furthest
neighbor.
This distance measure is necessary to find the closest pair of clusters to
merge.

4.2.3 Vector Distance

To classify wctors or to check the distance betwecn clusters the distance
measurement between two vectors plays an important role.
This approach uses the Euclidean distance bet"'''eent•.••,o vectors. To empha-
size certain features a weighting is established. The weighting is a vector
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with 13 coefficients. Each one represents a factor which is multiplil.'C1to the
feature value during the calculation of the metric of the vector.
This method corresponds to stretching or compressing of the feature space.

,jLfEfeatUf"U(XIJ - X2J)2 * wei9htf

Each weighting is assigned a number. After the visualization and an exam-
ination of the data, the following five weightings ",-eredefined. Weighting
o means no alteration of the feature space, while weightings 1 to 4 influ-
ence certain features. Weightings 5, 6, and 7 are established later after the
experiences with the first five weightings. Chapter 5.2 contains a detailed
explanation how these weightings are calculated.

weighting 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
fmean 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 0.71 1.0 1.0
fmax 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.59 0.0 1.0
fmin 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.47 0.0 0.0
fpos 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.71 1.0 0.0
f"cd 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.44 0.0 0.0
fgrad 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 0.62 1.0 1.0
pmean 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.47 0.0 0.0
pmax 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.71 1.0 1.0
pmin 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.50 0.0 0.0
ppos 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.27 0.0 0.0
dur 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.00 1.0 1.0
HI-HZ 1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 0.5 0.50 0.0 1.0
HI-A3 1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 0.5 0.23 0.0 0.0

Table 4.3: Different weightings for ,wctor distances.

4.2.4 Number of Clusters

The number of clusters in the classifier can be critical in the clustering
process. It influences the runtime of the algorithms and the quality of the
classifier. In this approach this parameter is not explicitly regarded. In an
early approach 1141 the number of 15 clusters is considered as adequate. This
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parameter ",'ill be ~et to 20 or 40 during the experiments, to compare the
quality of the classifier depending of the size of the clusters.

4.3 Classification

Each cluster represents a specific group of vectors with specific character-
istics. The goal of the clustering process is to create classes as accurate as
possible to represent a certain speech act.
To find out the speech act of a given token, the feature vector is extracted
from the audio signal and classified to a cluster, which stands for a specific
speech act.
Each cluster can be represented by two vectors. One vector is the average
cluster center (centroid), an artificial vector created with no audio signal.
The other vector is a representative vector from the cluster, which is the
nearest VL"Ctorto the centroid.
To clM.~ify a vector to a cluster, the distance to each cluster representative
(or centroid) is calculated and the ••'"eCtoris assigned to the cluster accord-
ing to the minimum distance. This value depends on the feature weighting
described in 4.2.3. This approach uses exclusively the cluster representative
vector.
The clusters are created on the lmining set and this is why they contain
no knowledge about their speech act. The classifier assigns a feature vt-'Ctor
to one of these clusters and to an according speech act. To get latter infor-
mation the vectors in the development set are assigned to the clusters and
after that, a meaning is interpreted from the frL"quencyof the labels in the
chL<;ters.It often occurs that the speech act is not easy to decide, because the
cluster contains vectors with differing ambiguous labels. The speech act is
decidt-odby the highest number of vectors of the class relative to the absolute
vectors in the cla."s.

Table 4.4 shows a short excerpt of the classification table. This experiment is
based on a Bottom up + k-Means algorithm with furthest neighbor distance
and using weighting 1. The final number of clusters is 20.
The problem is the a.<;signmentof a speech act to a cluster. As already
mentioned above, the spe{."Chact derives from the highest number of vectors
relative to the absolute YL"Ctorsin the class. According to Table 4.2 the
absolute number of vectors with label 1 in the development et is 189. Cluster
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label 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Cluster 1 80 7 2 0 0 0 0 1

42.3% 30.4% 20.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3%
Cluster 2 43 0 1 1 0 0 0 1

22.8% 0.0% 10.0% 14.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3%
Cluster 3 11 1 0 0 0 0 5 1

5.8% 4.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 71.4% 333%

Table 4.4: Short excerpt of classification table. Upper row is the absolute
number of vectors classified to that cluster, second row displays the percent-
age share of vectors labek,<lv.;th this number.

1 is assigned to label 1 (listen) because 42.3% of the vectors with label 1 are
classified to this cluster, which is the percentage share maximum. Cluster
2 shows a complete different situation. Although 43 vectors of label 1 are
in this cluster, it would be interpreted as label 8, because 43 vectors match
"only" 22.8% while 1 vector oflabel8 matches 33.3%. So 45 vectors in cluster
2 will be misclassified and only oue correctly. The situation in cluster 3 is
easier. 5 vectors will be correctly classified as label 7 while 13 vectors are
misclassified.
l\.fergingthe classes changes the percentage share of the vectors in the classes.
Class 7+8 now contains 10 vectors. The one vector with label 8 in Cluster
2 uow matches 10.0% of class 7+8, while 43 vectors with label 1 now match
20.3% of class 1+2. So after the class merging, cluster 2 will be interpreted
as class 1+2.

If after the class merging, the cluster is still very non-uniform, it will be
subclustered into smaller clusters and a new meaning is assigned to the
smaller subclusters. The method for suLclustering is k-Means and it clusters
the part of the data into logn clusters, while n is the number of vectors in
the original cluster.
A cluster is subclustered, if two or more classes match 20.0% or higher.

The classifier saves the representatives of the clusters and the speech act
which is assigned to the cluster. Now any feature vector can be cla.'Isified
and interpreted.
If a cluster is subclustered, the representative of this cluster gets a special
label. This label "points" to the representatives of the subclusters.
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If a vector is classified to a subclustered cluster, the ch..'>.'iifierreclassifies this
vector by the use of the subcluster representatives.
Since the classifier is a nearest neighbor cla.".sificatioIl,the inclusion of the
subcluster representath'CS in the first level would resize the original and the
neighboring clusters. This is why the second level is established to stabilize
the original classes.

4.4 Score and Evaluation

As the example in Table 4.4 shows, it is critical to a.,>signthe speech act to
a cluster. Usually the avemge cla.~,~recognition mte evaluates the clusters.

Average Class Recognition Rate (ACRR): The average class recogni-
tion rate (ACRR) is the mean percentage share of how many data is
classified to the correct class, relative to the number of data in this
cla.'>.,>.
In general it is the mean value of the diagonal in a confusion matrix.

Token Misclassiflcation (T.t\.ICL): The token miscla.'isification(TAfCL)
value corresponds to the percentage share of how many data is mis-
cla.'isifiedrelative to absolute number of data.

Since this is an unsupervised approach some aut{)matic criterion has to be
established how to assign the classes to the clusters. This criterion is to
achieve an ACRR as high a..••possible. This is why in the example in section
4.3 the cluster 2 is assigned to class 8 and not to class 1. This decision leads
to the maxima maximization of ACRR.
Also obscT'\:ablein this example is, that 45 vectors are classified \\'Tongwhile
only one is classified correctly. If class 1 would be ignored completely and
a (theoretical) perfect separation of all other classes is achieved, the ACRR
would have a value of 87.5%, but 78.2%of all data would be classified incor-
rectly. Classify all vector as class 1 (like state of the art speech recognizers
do, interpret as backchannel) would achiew a T~.fCLof only 21.8%, but an
ACRR of 12.5%.

So both values are very important to gain an objective evaluation of the
clusters. Therefore a sCtJre is established which is calculated from the ACRR
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and TI\ICL. In the final classifier, the classes 1 and 2, 4 and 5, and 7 and 8
will be merged. The classifier is recalculated because the proportion of the
classes differ after the merging. In the given example cluster 2 would not
be classified as class 8 (or 7+8 after the merge) anymore, because only 1
vector of this new cla.'lscorresponds to 10.0%while class 1+2 now includes
212 vectors and the 43 found vectors represent 20.3% of this class. In this
c&.o;ecluster 2 will cla..•.'iify a vector as class 1+2.

scoretk" = (ACR.RnOffl{!rg", - TMCLnomerg",) + (ACRRmerg",d - TAICL~f'9",dX4.1)

,<;coretesf= (ACRR.merg",d - TAICL~rg"dX4.2)

scoretk,,: This score is ca1culatf..'(1during the evaluation phase of the exper.
iments. The equation is given in 4.1. It is a close evaluation, inde-
pendent from the test set and allows a rough estimate of the cluster
quality.
This score includes information of the quality of the clusters before and
after merging the classes 1;0 it is in the range from -200 to +200. Thb
"doublen score shall prevent to categorize clusters as good, although
they are not before the merging. The score can only be high, if both
results are good. A more accurate estimate can be achieved this way.

scoret",d: Since the ACRR does not give any information about the number
of misclassification t.he results on the test set will be represented by
this score in a range from -100 to +100 (4.2). The data is tested with
the final classifier after the merges.
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Chapter 5

EXPERIMENTS &
RESULTS

5.1 Data

5.1.1 Speech Data

The data for the experiment is taken from the JSTjCREST ESP (Japan
Science & Technology Agency / Core Research for EVolutional Science and
Technology Expressive Speech Proces.."ing) project [6] and contains about
150 hours of every.day speech from one speaker. First examinations of the
data in Umeno's master thesis [13] observed nonlinguistic and paralinguistic
information in a subset of 5 hours of ba.ckchanneL<;.
110st current emotional speech databases are artificially created and there-
fore fail to adequately represent spontaneous speech of a common person's
everyday conversation. The.'ie databa.'ies arc limitt.-d in their ability to illus-
trate supra-linguistic speech variation. The paper about the recording of the
data 141 explains an alternative method for databa.<;edesign.

A bottom-up alternativc to database design '''''ould require a dif-
ferent type of approach, based not on the need of the researchers,
but on the habits of the user community. as defined by their cv-
eryday languagc use.

In the five-year ESP project. the goal is to collect natural everyday speech.
With this corpus it is possible to design speech technology applications which
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can handle changes in speaking style and voicc quality. Thesc changes indi-
cate the intentions in each utterance. Because of the wide range of ewryday
situations, the collection targets ordinary peoplc, which express various at-
titudes and emotions.
The major disadvantage of this kind of data is the noise in the background.
Typical interferences are pastiingvehiclesor a scrcaming baby. This problem
takes a high influence to the recording quality. )"lodern speech recognizers
still have problems to deal with this kind of noisc.
Recording devices (in the form of a microphone, a recording engineer, etc.)
can influence the speaking style of the proband. This problem is called Db.
serve,..'s Paradox. The person will switch into a public or self-consciousmode
of behavior, because of the awareness of having a microphone in front of him.
Therefore observe,...free recording is neCCS-"iary.Such recording shall record
from morning to night, including all situations of interaction \I.-ithother
people like family members, friends, traders, strangers, colleagues, etc.
The recording apparatus has to be user-friendly and shall impose as few
constraints on the speaker as p~sible. Lightness and wearability have to be
considered.
The ESP approach is to have volunteers wear light head-mounted studio-
quality microphones, suspended from the ears and largely hidden by the
hair. After some time, the speaker gets accustomed to the apparatus and
adapts his behavior, so no touch on the microphone or other equipment-
related noise will occur.
The speakers use different recordillg devices such as radio transmitters, a di.
rect connection to a DAT recorder, or a portable )"linidiscrecorder. The size
and weight of DAT recorders ,vill exclude the customization to the device,
so the volunteer will react unnaturally towards other people. This makes
the r-.Hnidiscrecorder the most "wearable" recording device for application
in the field, i.e. on the street, in shops, at home etc. Although the Minidisc
recorder applies lossy compression on the signal, Nick Campbell IS) suggests
that both recording media (OAT and ),,10) can be considered equivalent for
the purpose of prosodic analysis of human ~peech.

The word "utterance" in usual terminology means an audio signal of a com-
plete recorded sentence. Although for this research an "un" is a complete
utterance, the term "token" will be used whenever referring to a segment of
a speech signal containing a single backchanncl.
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5.1.2 Labels

2649 tokens of the manually segmented backchannel "un" are available,
whereof 482 are labeled by one human expert. The data is labeled with
a number bet"''L''Cn1 and 8, \vhile each number is an synonym for a specific
speech act. The number, the according speech act, and the frequency of the
labels is illustrated in Table 5.1. The distribution of the speech acts is non-
uniform.
The remaining 2167 unlabeled backchannels are used for the unsupervi."ied
data-driven clustering.

number speech act quantity
1 listen 377
2 understand 46
3 interest 19
4 aflhm 14
5 affirm overall 5
6 callback 1
7 disagrl.-'e 15
8 emotion 5

Table 5.1: Label number and according speech act.

5.1.3 I\'IergingClasses

A large labeled data set is needed to create an accurate classifier. A small
amount of vectors is not enough to represent a speech act class. Especially
the classes 5, 6, and 8 contain very few tokens. An additional issue is, that
the data is divided into the development and test set, which downsize the
classes to train the classifier.
The early approach 114J analyzed the behavior of the classes in the feature
space and found out, that classes 1 and 2, classes 4 and 5, and classes 7
and 8 hardly differentiate each other. According to the speech act, this ab-
solutely makes sense. Visual observation of the feature vectors and listening
to tokens of the classes proved this assumption. This is why these pairs of
clas."ie8are merged and retermed.
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number spt~echact quantity
1+2 listen 423
3 interest 19

4+5 agree 19
6 callback 1

7+8 disagrt'C 20

Table 5.2: ~lergcd clas..'it"Sand according speech act.

Table 5.2 show the distribution of the classes and tokens after the merging.
The quantity of the tokens in the smaller cla.sscsis increased.
Clas...:;6 is ignored in the test. It is impossible to train and test a classifier
with one token ..
Figure 5.1 illustrates the training and the development set in a 2 dimen-
sional view. Duration and pitch is alluded to Umeno's obsen'Rtions {13J and
proves his theory, that positive hackchannels have a short duration and a
high pitclJ.,while negative backchannels have a long duration and low pitch.
The development set covers a large part of the training set, although the
training set is more than 8 timt."Slarger. Class 1+2 covers almost the com-
plete represented space, while class 3 is scattered. Class 7+8 distinguish
frolll other classes except 1+2, while cla-;s 4+5 is mixed with classes 1+2,
3, and 6.
The illustration also give information, that the classes are separable, but 2
dimensions as in this simplified figure will not be enough.

5.1.4 Additional "Houma" Data

To verify the portability of the results from the "un" experiments to
other backchannel. the ESP project kindly provided additional data of the
backchanncl "houma". This can roughly be translated as "oh really?". This
set consists of only 393 tokens, there is no additional unlabeled training set.
315 of the tokens are labeled to one out of 13 spct.'C11acts. These speech acts
are impressed, ok, backchannel, question, satisfied, unhappy, understanding,
laugh, disgusted, doubtful, disappointed, surprised, and happy.
The tokens were labeled by at lea"t seven (up to nine) labelers, who assigned
the token to the according group. If there is no recognizable majority in the
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of training and development set.

experts' opinion, this token is labeled as mixeil.
The distribution of the labels in the "honma" data set L" shown in 5.3.

5.2 Optimal Feature Weighting

In section 4.2.3 is mentioned, that a weighting of the single features during
the loken distance measure is possible.
To find an optimal feature weighting, a clustming algorithm has to test all
combinations of features. In this t~t, all weighting factors are set to 0 or 1.
Since the feature vector contains 13 coefficients there are 213 = 8192 possible
combinations to te>t. This is why the clustering algorithm has to be fast to
gain results in an appropriate time. It is decided, that the feature space has
to be at least 3 dimensional. This constraint reduces a little the number of
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speech act quantity
impressed 24

ok 14
backchanucl 45
question 19
satisfied 4
unhappy 8

understanding 24
laugh 7

disgusted 5
doubtful 24

disappointcd 6
surprised 18
happy 32
mixed 85

Table 5.3: Labels and according frequcucy ill "honma" data set.

combinations to 8100.

The combination of Split & Merge and k-Mcans algorithms has established
as fast and accurate clustering algorithm. The experiment table in the Ap-
pendix lists 73 experimental setups. The experiments #38, #39, #40, #41
and #52, which use this algorithm, achieve a mean development score of
70.2. The setups just vary in the feature weighting. All feature weightings
used until that moment are tested in these experiments and can be com-
pared.
\Veighting 5, 6, and 7 are derived from the followingexperiments.

The training set is reduced to 1500randomly chosen vt.'Ctorsfrom the origi-
nal training set. The experiments are repeated with the reduced set so check,
if the set is still representative. The clustering with the new set achieve a
mean score of 52.9. 1\1; expected, the results are worse, but still high.
The set is clustered 8100 times with different feature Vt"Cightingcombina-
tions. All clusters are evaluates as explained in st.'Ction4.4 and the features
can be compared now.
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The histogram 5.2 shows the frequency of t.he features in percent dependent
to the score the experiment achieved. The first bar display the frequency of
the features in experiments, which achieve a development score lower than
-50.0. The second and third illustrate the feature frequency in the experi-
ments \'tith a score higher than 20.0 rcsp. 90.0.
Features with a rising frequency like p1.crMax, jOme.an, and especially dur
seem to be important for a "good" clustering. In the experiments with an
insufficient score, these features are little participated.
Contrary term for features \\ith decreasing frequency such as Hl-lI2, jOved,
and Hl-A3. In non rea .•mnable experiment results, these features are more
participated than in sufficient experiments.
For example, the feature dur is us(.,d in all experiments which have a score
over 90.0, but only in 6.6% of the experiments with a score under -50.0.
Hl-A3 is found in 68,4% of the experiments with the score lov.-er than -50.0
and only in 23.5% of the cases over 90.0.

Interesting is the relevance of features which have a frequency of about 50.0%
like pwrMean and pwrMin. These features do not influence the quality very
much, because it work.<;with and without them.
Each factor in weighting 5 is taken from this histogram and is the frequency
of the features in the experiment ,••..hich achieved a score higher than 90.
Weighting 6 is the discrct,c version of weighting 5. AU factors are 1.0 or 0.0.
Only two combinations were able to achieve a score o""er 100. These are cs-
tablished in weighting 7.

As conclusion can be considerl..>dthat each feature has its own relevance for
the clustering. Some features seem t.o carry a lot of information to shape
adequate clusters. These features are JOA1ean, pwrMax, /OPos, /OGmd, and
duro Other features seem to deteriorate the quality of the clusters such as
jOved, Hl-H2, and Hl-A3.
The remaining features (pwrMean, pwrMin, fOAfin, pUJrPos, fOMax) are re-
dundant and do not change the quality significantly.

5.3 Results

72 different experimental setups have been tested during the experiments.
A complete schedule of the experiments can be found in the Appendix. How
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to read the table is explained in the discussion chapter 6.1.
Each experiment gave conclusions to improve the performance of the later
clustering algorithm. So a way to find an optimal feature weighting was
found out during the experiments. This feature weighting further improved
the performance of the classifier. Section 5.2 e},:plainsthe experiments to
find the optimal feature weighting.

After all a Bottom Up clustering using the furthest neighbor cluster distance
and feature weighting 5 performed best. The training set is clustered into
20 clusters.
Table 5.4 shows the confusion matrix of the classifier.

classifiedas
listen interest agree disagree

class n % n % n % n %
listeu 181 85.8 5 2.4 9 4.3 16 7.5

interest 3 33,3 " HA 2 22.2 0 0.0
agree 2 20,0 1 10.0 7 70.0 0 00

disagree 4 40.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 60.0

Table 5.4: eonfw,ion matrix Oilte:;t set. Absolute number (u) and percentage
of vectors in each class is given.

The te:;t set consists of 240 tokens. The da .•,sifier classifies 198tokens (82,5%)
correctly and achieves an class rL'Cogllitionrate of 65.1%.

5.4 "Houma" ExpcriInellts

The additional "houma" data should run on similar experiments. This data
set consists of less data then the "un" data set.
393 token are available, 315 of them are labeled to the speech acts explained
in section 5.1.4. The 78 unlabeled tokens come with a insufficient recording
quality, this is why each experiment run twice in each case with a different
training set. The one training set consists of the development set and the
unlabeled data, the other set only consists of the development set. To in-
crease the training set in both cases, the development and testing set is not
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segmented in equal size this time. The segmcntation of the set is given in
Table 5.5.

speech act dc\' test
impressed 16 8

ok 9 5
backchannel 30 15
question 1:1 6
satisfied 3 1
unhappy 5 3

understanding 16 8
laugh 5 2

disgusted 3 2
doubtful 16 8

disappointed 4 2
surprised 12 6
happy 21 11
mixed 56 29

Table 5.5: Frequency of the labels in the development set (de'l) and the test
set (test).

To a.'iSignthe labels to the clusters, again the development set is used. The
test is only for testing.

The data is clustered with the same 72 different c.xperimental setups. The
results of the experiments arc discussed in the section 5.4.
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Chapter 6

DISCUSSION

This chapter discusses the performance of various experimental setups. Each
parameter influences the quality of the dusters.
The ability to transfer this approach to the backchannel "houma" L<;di£..
cus',*---dlater in this chapter.

6.1 Clustering performance

Table 6.1 shows a short excerpt from of the results of the classifier. These
examples arc taken from the complete table in Appendix and illustrate the
different characteristics of the experimental setups.
The first column (#) shows the number of the experiment, the next
(Method) illm,trates the clustering algorithm, while the column Distance
giw.'S information about the distance measure bet ••••-een the clusters. #Wgl
is the number of the used feature weighting and #Clnst shows the number
of clusters the data is clustered to. The column Dev 8f'..Qre gives the de-
velopment score in this experiment. The Averaged Class Recognition Rate
(ACRR) and the Token Misclassification (TAfCL) on the test set are shown
in the next two columns. The last (Test score) is the test score which is the
difference of the ACRR and the T11CL. This value is the main indicator for
the quality of the experimental setup. Sec section 4.4 for further details of
the scores.
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Table 6.1: Excerpt from the rc.sult tahle of the different experimental setups.

6.1.1 Clustering ~lethod

The Bottom Up clustering method achieved both the worst (-87.3) and best
(95.1) development score during the experiments. Various parameter com-
binations are tested with this method. Sufficient results are performed with
the different \\-eightings and t.he jlJ7.thest neighbor distance measure. The
averaged token, centroid and representative token distance do not lead to a
high development score.
The Bottom Up clustering method is the ",lowestone. All clusters have to be
compared with each other which is very t.ime consuming in the beginning,
when all feature v(-,ctorsrepresent a cluster. This algorithm runs in O((n.
k)*n*n) while n is the number of tokens and k is the number of clusters.

Using the Top Down method for clustering no sufficient performance can be
achieved. In most ca.sesthe development score is lower than O.
Two different types of splitting the clusters are tested, but neither the fur-
thest neighbor in the cluster Bur the fast split lead to sufficient results. In
two of three cases the furthest neighbor split leads to a better development
score than the fast split. The reason for this observation is probably, that
furthest neighbor is more accurate than the fast split. The latter one just
guesses the two neighbors which arc used for splitting. This is why this fur-
thest neighbor splitting is considered as more adequate for this clustering
method.

The Split £3Merge method, which is a combination of both Bottom Up



and Top Down shmvs a similar behavior like Bottom Up. Depending on
the weighting of the features, this method achieves a low score (.55.6) but
also a high score (62.5). The Top Down experiments show that a furthest
neighbor split perform hetter than the fast split. The furthest neighbor in
the Bottom Up part of this method is also considered as the most adequate
measurement.

The performance of the k-Means method depends on the initialization. This
algorithm tries to create uniform distributed clusters in feature space. These
clusters achieve in most experiments a positive development score, but Ntill
not sufficient. The maximum development score which is achieved is 59.0.
Three randomly initialized start sets arc tested. In two of three experiments
the third set (Rand 3) leads to the bec'itscore.
The main advantage of this method is the runtime, k-Means runs quicker
than other methods.

The performance of the k-Means depends on the initialization. A combi-
nation of Bottom Up and k-Means methods shape these initial clusters by
using Bottom Up. Also the k-Aleans reshape the cluliters during the Bottom
Up part.
The combination of both methods seems so be an adequate method for
clustering the training data. A vcry high development score (87.4) can be
achieved.

In earlier research [14]Split & Meryc + k-Means turned out to be the best
method. In this approach, the feature weighting in the second level of the
classifier wa..,adjusted manually to improve performance.
The current approadl now docs not vary the feature weighting in the second
level. The software is improved and automatically chooses the clusters for
second level subclustering:.The classifierstill leads to similar results. Exper-
iment #61 achieves a development score of 82.7 and a test score of 33.9.
This method is sufficient in both runtime and classifyingperformance. This
is why this algorithm is chosen for the investigation of the optimal feature
weighting explained in 5.2.

6.1.2 Cluster Distance

Besides the clustering methods, the cluster distance takes high influence to
the cluster quality, this is why it is an important parameter. Table 6.1 shows
among other things the results of experiments #1, #3, #4, and #5.



Compared to other methods furthest neighbor is the only method which
achieves high positive development scores, while centroid distance (center)
perform a development score of about O.The distance behveen the represen-
tative cluster tokens (represent) and the averaged token distance (average)
lead only to a negative development score.
An explanation for the insufficient results of the averaged token distance
needs further investigation, while the bad performance of the representative
token distance is probably underlying the inaccuracy of the measure in small
clusters.

When a cluster is split like in Split fj Merge or Top Down this parameter
also controls the calculation of the two repre..'ientativesof the new clusters.
The experiments (e.g. #19 and #20) show that furthest neighbor is also the
best method to split a cluster.

6.1.3 Feature \Veighting

The experiment which is explained in Section 5.2 proved, that some features
seem to be more relevant than ot.hers. The 8 different feature weightings in
Table 4.3 are chosen in the clustering experiments.
Although the weighting improves the classification performance, the useful-
ness of the single \veightings depends on the clustering method. The goal
is to find out which prosodic features can be ignon.-d and which are very
important. Interesting is, that the significance of the feature v,-eightingalso
depends on the clustering algorithm. For example in the experiments (#3,
#9, #38, #39) weighting 1 achieves better and 'varse development results
than weighti.ng O.

• " ;,"n,~ • • ...".. o..v oa>'c , " _< oe<>r~
00 'Om up

Fu:;:::
, ~ ~6.2 '" 19.5 .,

" ao.'om up , ~ 64.7 '" 23.7 39.9, ao.l.<>mup Fur<n••• , ~ 77.4 00.' 24.9 30$.0

" Bo<l.<>mup Fu,tn ••• , ~ 18.0 00' 31.2 34.8

" Split &<M~f8~ Fuftn ••• , ~ M.7 00.' 32.' 3'.~•• S&<M+ k M._ Fuftn~ •• , ~ ~2.7 00.' n' »0

" Boot.up + k-/>l••.••• Fuft~~< , ~ b5,0 ~7,9 27.11 ~.
" SI<M + k-M • ...,. Fuftn.,., , ~ '" 55.1 253 """' S&<M+ k-M • ...,. F"ft~eo' , ~ 72,~ '9.2 199 '"•• SI<M + k-M ••.••• F1"t~~." • ~ 77.1 "" 39,a ~,

Table 6.2: Top 10 test score experiment;; using 20 clusters.
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Regarding the list of the ten best t(';;t score results of experiments using 20
clusters (Table 6.2) weighting 5, u.eighting 6, weighting3, and weighting 2
occur twice, while weighting 0 and weighting.f occur once. Weighting 1 and
weighting 7 do not occur in this list.
In the list of the best five test scores weighting 5 occurs twice. Weighting 0,
weighting 2 and weighting 6 occur once.
This leads to the conclusion that weighting 5 is probably the most adequate
\veighting for this approach.
Weighting 2, which ignores the energy features, leads to improvement of the
performance compared to no modification of the token distance.
The use of only 0.0 and 1.0 as weighting bfl..,,:edon the ratio of the features in
5.2 is established in weighting 6. This weighting achieves similar results like
weighting 5, but latter one still perform a little better. Weighting 3, which
rates the spectral tilt as high as duration still occurs twice in the top ten
result list, although the spectral tilt can he considered as unimportant. This
does not have to be a contradictioll. In this weighting the most features,
which are considered as very important like in weighting 6 are also weighted
very high. Weighting 5 shmvs al;;o, that these "unimportant" features still
carry some information.
The performance using weighting .f is neither bad nor good. It concentrates
on the main features figured out in the early approach (14).
Surprising il' the insufficient performance of weighting 7. This weighting
achieves a development score of 102.6 in the experiments \vith a reduced
training set. The resultl' me not any approximating when using the com-
plete training set.
Weighting 1 is the only weighting which can be clearly considered as inad-
equate.

~rore feature weightings should be tested in further approaches. The perfor-
mance depends on the weighting and the cluster method. From the tested
weightings weighting 5 and weighting 6 achieve the best results. ~o modifi-
cation and the ignoring of the energy featurel' i8still a l'uitable way to create
a reasonable c1a.<;sifier.

6.1.4 Number of Clusters

During this approach the data is clustered into 20 or 40 clusters. 20 and 40
are rather arbitrarily chosen numbers. 20 seems to be a reasonable number,
because the visualization of the tokens indicated, that one cluster per cla&'>
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will be insufficient, especially for the scattered classes "listen" and "inter-
est" .
If the number of clusters is increased further, e.g. to 40, the cluster:;:be-
come too specialized. A vcry high number would probably cause a very high
development score, but a poor test score. This phenomenom is called over
jitting.

6.1.5 Test Score

The test score is derived from the classifier performance of the independent
test set. In contrast to the development set, the cla.-;sifierhas no "knowl.
edge" about the test set. This is why it is the only score to draw fair and
honest conclusions from the approach.
But testing always on the same set could cause random peaks in the perfor-
mance. This L"why both scores, the development score as close evaluation
and the test score are considefl.u as very important.
The development shall indicate a good separation of the cla."iSCSin the de-
velopment set and the te:;t score evaluate:; how this separation i:;:transferred
to an independent data set. So both score:; have to be high.

Figure 6.1 displays the ratio of the test score and the development score.
This plot only illustrates results from experiments clustering to 20 clusters.
Each point reprcscnts oue experiment, the coordinates are the development
score and the test score. This figure does not show information about the
experimental setup.
It seems that the developmcnt score corresponds to the test score. A high
development tiCorealso achicves at least a po..-;itivetest score, while methods
with a low development score also perform insufficient for the test score.
The most outliers from this observation have a low development score. This
means that the clusters are absolutely insufficient for the development set,
but achieve a higher test score by random. Also a factor for this phenornenom
is, that the test score is mostly greater zero, because only the reduced merged
classes are tested while the development s(',orealso includes the results before
merging, which arc worse than after the merging.

6.1.6 Conclusion

Apparently there are several ways to achieve good clusters. No method sin-
gled out most adequate for the clustering. Only Top Down can be regarded
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as inappropriate for t.his problem.
The decision of the cluster distance measure is much clearer. Here, the fur-
the.<;tneighbor established as the best measurement.
The number of clusters arc not tested wry much. 20 clusters can be consid-
ered as quite reasonable t.ocreate a good classifier.
The behavior of the results concerning t.he \veight.ingf>CCmsto be unpre-
dictable. All ••••.eightings seem to be adequate in different clustering methods.
A clear conclusion is difficult, but weighting 5 and weighting 6 both achiew
a very good performance.

The best results perform(."(lexperiment. #56. This is a Bottom Up clustering
and clusters into 20 clusters. As distance measure, the furthest neighbor
and weighting 5 is used. The average class recognition rate is 64.5% and the
token misclassification is 19.5%. In t.otal this is a test score of 45.0%.
The confusion matrix of this experimeut can be found on page 53.

6.2 ~'honnla" Experitllcnts & Results

A part of this approach is also to analyze the portability of the results from
the "un" experiments to other backehannels. The same experimental setups
are used on the "honma" data which are introduced in section 5.1.4. The
problem in this ca.<;eis, that neither a similar data set, nor a similarity be-
tween the labels exists. 14 different c!a.,>sesin a set of 393 tokens is too few
to draw any reasonable conclusions.

The same software and the same experimental setups are used for the ex.
periments, but on two little differing training sets. Doth sets contain the
developments set, but one also consists of the unlabeled tokens, which ha\'"C
a poor recording quality.
The development score showed, t.hat clustering only the development set
achieves a higher performance than the additional use of the unlabeled data.
In this section only the experiments \••.ithout the unlabeled data will be dis-
cussed.

The test score on the honma experiments is incredibly low. Only 13 out of
72 experiments achieve>a correct vector classification over 10.0%. Experi-
ment #15 and experimt~nt.#43 achic\"ethc best performance. First one is a
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Table 6.3: Confusion matrix of the l;honma" classifier. Upper row is the
absolute frequency and lower row the percentage of vectors in each class.

Bottom Up clustering, \Ising the furthest neighbor as distance measure and
weighting 1 as feature weighting. It achieves an averaged class recognition
rate of 18.8% and cln.ssifies18 (17.0%) vectors correctly.
Similar results in experiment #43. A combination of Split £3Merge and
k-Means algorithm using weighting 1 perform an averaged class recognition
rate of 19.1%. Again 18 (17.0%) vectors are cla."lsifiedcorrL"Ctly.
In six out of these 13 "good" experiments, weighting 1 is usl-od.No weighting
is used five times, while weighting 4 and weighting 6 perform once better
than 10.0%.
The best performance is achieved in experiment #43. The confusion matrix
of thL••clustering is illustrated in Table 6.3. No clear conclusions are deriv-
able from this matrix. The result is better than random guessing, but still
not sufficient. Dut it is too early to draw the conclusion that there is no
transferability to the "honma" data. Doth data sets are too different from
each other, that the a fair comparison is not possible.
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Chapter 7

SUMMARY

Spontaneous speech is expressive spct,'Ch and for computers morc difficult
to understand. The interpretation of what is said is not always possible, as
long as there is no infurmation about how it is said. In Japanese sponta-
neous speech, the token '.un" (comparable to the Ellgli~h "mhm") can have
different meanings, like "Yes" and "No".
To make a semantic interpretation of these so called backchannels possible,
13prosodic features based on FO,duration, power, and glottal characteristics
have been extracted. The feature Yf-'Ctors have been automatically clustcn--d
to build a classifier, which assigns a token to one of severa! spet.."Chact cla.<;ses.

Features based on FOare the maximum (FOlllax), the mean (FOmean), and
the minimum (FOmin) of the pitch, although the gradient between the min-
imum and the maximum (FOgrad), the location of the maximum (FOpos),
and the percentage share of voiced pitch (FOvcd). The power based features
are the maximum (Pwnnin), the mean (Pwrmean), the mean (Pwrmean) en.
ergy and the location of the maximum (Pwrpos). Alw the duration (Dur),
the spectral tilt (HI-A3) and the opening quotient of the glottis (HI-H2)
have been featUres in the prosodic feature vectors.

The data was collected for the JST jCREST Expressive Speech Project and
is a subset of 150 hours of Japanese everyday spet_'Ch.The speaker is a
Japanese female wearing a microphone and a )'Iinidisk recorder for a whole
day. The data consisted of 482 labeled and 2167 unlabeled "un" tokens.
The tokens have been labeled to the following speech acts: "listen", "under.
stand", "interest", "affirm", "affirm overall". "callback", "disagree", "emo-
tion" .



Experimental and visual observations led to the conclusion, that the classes
"listen" and "understand", "affirm" and "aifirm overall", and "disagree"
and "emotion" can be merged.

The unlabeled data wa.,;used for unsupervised clustering while a subset
of the labeled data a.,;signeda speech aet cla.%to the clusters to built a
classifier. The remaining unused labeled tokens were the test set for a final
independent test of the classifier.

The test set consisted of 240 tokens. The cla.."lsifiereln..<;sified198 tokens
(82,5%) correctly and achieved an class recognition rate of 65.1%. Table 7.1
shov."sthe confusion matrix of the classifier. The clusters for this classifier
were created by a Bottom Up clustering, It.<;ingfurthest neighbor as distance
measure between the clusters and weighted FOmcan, FOpos, FOgrad, Pwr-
max, and Dur strongly.

classified as
listen interest agrPe disagree

class n % n % n % n %
listen 181 85.8 5 2.4 9 ,1.3 16 7.5
interest 3 33.3 .j -11.-1 2 22.2 0 0.0

air'''' 2 20.0 I 10.0 7 70.0 0 0.0
disagree 4 40.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 60.0

Table 7.1: Confusion matrix on test sct. Absolute number (n) and percentage
of vectors in each class is givcn.

The possibility to extend this approach to other backchannels was analyzed.
A datfl.<;etof "honma" tokens have also been provided. But as this set consists
of only 315 labeled tokens assigned to one of 14 speech act classes, it is too
small to be an adequate database forclustering and classification. The lack of
data and the high number of classes inhibited to create a sufficient classifier.

This research has shown that the interpretation of baekehannels is possible.
In the future automatic speech recognizers will be able to understand the
meaning of what is said and will interpret emotions of the speaker and
the listener. This progress allows the interpretation of the state of mind of
the speaker and a semantic analysis of a dialog. Now an universal speech
recognizer is one step closer.
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FUTURE WORK

For future approaches more labeled data is needed. A statistical approach
using HM1-ls or G~IMs could become possible and further improve the classi-
fication results. An approach using neural networks could also be considered.
The database consists of only one single speaker. Further research should
include more speakers to create a speaker independent classification.
A research considering the covariances between features and dynamic fea-
ture vectors could improve the accuracy of the token distance measure and
so further improve the classifier.
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" _tom Up FtI«h ••• , ~ 693 '" 34.0 1112

" Top Do•••• }'\orth ••• , ~ 75,4 54,11 63.11 _9.9

ro ,lit" Mer Purth ••• , ~ ~, '"' 4•. 9 "• I ~_M.,.. .- , ~ • 570 " .>:0
n Bon.Up + kMuno Putth ••• , ~ 40,1I 55,6 49.0 "n S"M + 11../>1••• 0. Flo«h"", , ~ 26,2 Sill 26.2 23,7

Table A.I: Overview of all experimental setups and results. Experiment 2
was canceled.
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Appendix B

Software Annotations

The softv..-arefor this research was completely \vfitteD in Python 2.3. For
audio processing the free Snack Sound Toolkit 2.2.3 was used.

The appending CD does not contain the upper software, but directories,
which contains this thesis, a technical report, the experiments and the ex-
periment software.
The following description lists the directories on the CD and explains their
content.

experiments: All files net->dcdand cre.:'\tcdduring the experiments can be
found in this directory. It contains the directories un and honma, which
lead to the experiment files.

software: 5 files are in this directory: SubCluster.py, proS.py, Data Vee-
tor.py, Clustcr.py and pros,setup.
This is the complete basic soft\•...a.re needed for th{~experiments. A
detailed documentation can be found in the technical report.

techreport: This directory contains the file docu.ps which is a short report
of the research and the results. It also contains a detailed documenta-
tion of the software used during this approach.

thesis: This thesis and the appendant TF,X-Files are located in this direc-
tory.
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